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Agenda

1. Convergence
2. Key diagnostics for diagnostic case
3. Trimming the grid



1. Convergence

● All 3888 model have positive definite Hessian
● Nearly all models have small gradient

○ Some models have higher gradient, but don’t have 
appreciably different trends:



1. Convergence

● Jitter applied to base-case (frac=0.2, N=10) suggests global 
convergence.
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● Retrospectives applied to diagnostic case
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● Retrospectives applied to diagnostic case: No consistent bias
● Recr. devs: pattern of low recruitment in 1990s; 
● Need for strong recruitment pattern disappears for runs with 

less extreme trends (i.e., runs removing EU or early NZ 
CPUE)
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● Retrospectives applied to diagnostic case: No 
consistent bias

● Recr. devs: pattern of low recruitment in 1990s; 
● Need for strong recruitment pattern disappears 

when removing early NZ
● Residuals look...not great. But not surprising 

either - cannot fit slightly different trends at once.
● Aggregate diagnostics not too far from normal? 

2.  Diagnostics  - diagnostic case

Low lat index

EU index

NZ index



● Retrospectives applied to diagnostic case: No 
consistent bias

● Recr. devs: pattern of low recruitment in 1990s; 
● Need for strong recruitment pattern disappears 

when removing early NZ
● Residuals look...not great. But not surprising 

either - cannot fit slightly different trends at once. 
● Can do better if we remove some conflicting data 

(e.g., no-EU)

2.  Diagnostics  - diagnostic case

Low lat index



3.   Trimming the grid: followed EU proposal: 

Axes retained - 
○ Low Lat. - include EU?
○ High Lat. - include early NZ?
○ Initial F - high?
○ Discard fraction (low/base/high)
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3.   Trimming the grid: followed EU proposal given 

Axes retained - 
○ Low Lat. - include EU?
○ High Lat. - include early NZ?
○ Initial F - high?
○ Discard fraction (low/base/high)

624 models remaining - ran out of time to run retrospectives/jitter etc on an exhaustive set.

Ran jitter and retrospectives on main grid axes that accounted for most variability in 
outcomes. 

All jitter-runs suggested global optimum reached

Retrospectives showed no discernible patterns. Unclear how best to report on retrospectives: 
metrics like Mohn’s Rho are not always indicative of problems (Hurtado-Ferro et al. 2015 - 
“The value of Mohn’s ρ is not related to either the sign or magnitude of bias in the estimate of terminal year biomass”).
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Axes retained - 
○ Low Lat. - include EU?
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○ Initial F - high?
○ Discard fraction (low/base/high)

624 models remaining - ran out of time to run retrospectives/jitter etc on an exhaustive set.

Ran jitter and retrospectives on main grid axes that accounted for most variability in 
outcomes. 

All jitter-runs suggested global optimum reached

Retrospectives showed no discernible patterns. Unclear how best to report on retrospectives: 
metrics like Mohn’s Rho are not always indicative of problems (Hurtado-Ferro et al. 2015 - 
“The value of Mohn’s ρ is not related to either the sign or magnitude of bias in the estimate of terminal year biomass”).



3.   Trimming the grid: 

Some comments with regards to US proposal:

● Retrospectives are difficult to interpret - when are they OK, when are they bad enough to reject a 
run? Case by case?

● Normality test assumes data are unbiased with obs error, but indices are not “data”, they are an 
imperfect representation of relative biomass. Are we happy to drop one to get a better fit/normal 
residuals in an other?

● When uncertainty lies mainly in the inputs, classical model diagnostics/selection tools are not useful 
other than to delimit models that do not work.

● As the trimming has made little difference to the outcome, it may be better to use the full 
grid to provide management advice to avoid unintended bias through ad-hoc grid selection 
with minimal time for analysis and due consideration.



Proposed SC report figures based 
on the grid (examples from full grid)



Stock status metrics table



Catch plots



Mortality including post release 
mortality



Recruitment plot



Fishing mortality 



Spawning biomass 



Depletion plot 



Kobe plots

SB/SB0SB/SB_MSY



Optional alternative reference points plot


